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ABSTRACT 
A complete solution of the quantal non relativistic Coulomb problem is derived using the most 
elementary properties of Laplace transform. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Coulomb problem is one of the most important 
in quantum echanics. It is one of a few, physically 
significative ones, having an exact solution. Those 
solutions are reported in all textbooks of wave 
mechanics. 
The differential method is usually followed and it is 
soundly based on the theory of second order linear 
differential equations. Other approaches u e more 
sophisticated mathematical techniques. 
The author proposes asimple and unified solution 
using the elementary properties of Laplace transform 
only [1 ]. 
This work is a by-product of an early research on 
integral transforms in quantum echanics [2]. Though 
it has nothing new, besides to add an example of a not- 
usual application of integral transform, the author 
aims to give an alternative way to teach an old prob- 
lem of wave mechanics. 
It will be clear to everybody, undoubtely, that an 
advantage of the transform ethod is constructiveness, 
which, in the opinion of the author, always is of great 
relevance for didactic purposes. 
In fact in that constructive way the students will reach 
the solution step by step using only basic calculus and 
the operational rules of the Laplace transform. 
2. THE TRANSFORMED PROBLEM AND ITS SOLU- 
TIONS 
The partial differential equation of the quantal Cou- 
lomb problem is easily separated in spherical coordin- 
ates and leads to the well-known radial equation : 
u" (r) + (k 2 + ~ _ _L~ ) u (r) = 0 (2.1) 
r r 
u(0) = 0 
where k 2 and X are real numbers (the energy and 
coupling constant respectively) and 1 is a non-negative 
integer (the orbital angular momentum). 
If we want the solution to behave regularly in the origin 
I u (r) =_ r 1 + 1 ¢ (r) (0) =/: 0 (2.2) 
for ~ (r) we have 
d 2 r ( -~+ k2)¢(r)+2(l+l) d~ (r)+X¢(r) =0 (2.3) 
dr 
from which, Laplace transforming, it follows : 
dL (s )  21s+_~_ L (s ) -  c (2.4) 
ds~ k 2 + s 2 k 2 + s 2 
where 
L (s )  = f°°dre-Sr ~b(r) (2.5) 
c =_(21 + 1) ~b(0) :/:0 
We must associate the following limit condition to 
(2.4): 
lim L (s) = 0 
Res -~ oo (2.6) 
which is intrinsic to the Laplace transform and does 
not depend on (2.3) and its solutions. 
The equation (2.4) is easily solved in closed form (see 
App.). 
By the limit condition (2.6) the solution gets uniquely 
X 1,1-1 ..... 1,-1 . . . . .  -1+1,-1 fixed; for ~ = 
(-1) m (2ml) L(s) =Ll(S ) = c(k2+s2) 1 {[m~=10 X +l-m 
(2ik) 21+1 m#:2i_ ~ 2ik 
X +1 21 s+ik l ( s - i k ,2~i  
-(-1) 2ik (~i~+l)l°g ~ ~)  
21 (-1) m 21 s+ik  ~l-m 
- (m)  ( } m~O X +l -m s - ik  
2ik m~ X 2 ik 
(*) D. Picca, Physics Dept., University of Bad, Bari, Italy 
(2.7) 
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otherwise : Therefore :
k2 + 2_2)i X 21 (-1) m r21~l/s- ik ~2ik +ik eXr(k2 . 2,1, x - i k  ,2ik 
L(s)=L2(s)=C((2ik) ~ {[rn~=O 2~k '+ l -m'm/ '~y  ¢ l ( r )=ax f-ikdx ±x  ) ~--~--~lk) (3.3) 
21 , s+ ik  l -m where lq X 
- ]g (-1)m (2ml) } c (-1) ' 2ik 21 
m=0 2ix~k + l_m ~ s--TZ-T-~) (2.8) al =-  ( ) (3.4) 
(2ik)21 + 1 X +1 
2ik 
The value X = 0, which implies k = 0 or k = o~, 2-Tg- 
does not bear on the problem since the first case is 
the free particle and the latter a non physical problem. 
Hence it will have no place in our discussion. 
It is immediately seen that the analyt'ycity region for 
(2.7), (2.8) is 
Res > [Imk[ (2.9) 
3. THE RADIAL SOLUTIONS 
Inverting (2.5) we have 
~+ioo 
el(r) = ~ fdse  sr Ll(s ) 
(2 i -~= 1, 1-1 . . . . . .  1, 
~(r)= n+i¢¢ 
\~2(r )=^ 1. f dseSr L2(s ) 
:Z'/I" 1 7;-i oo 
(2-~k =/= 1, 1-1 ..... 1, 
-1 ...... -1+1,-1) 
-1 ... . .  -1 +1,-1) 
(3.1) 
where : 
7/> [Imk[. 
These formulae give an integral representation of the 
solutions of (2.3). We have to evaluate the integrals 
explicitly. 
Let us begin with ~l(r). The integrand has logarithmic 
branch points; closing, as usual, the integration path 
to infinity, and cutting the plane as in Fig. 1, we have 
+ik 
1 f dxexr[L l (X  +ie) -L l (X - ie ) ]  
¢1(r)='- 21ri - ik  (3.2) 
where the discontinuity across the cut is generated by 
the logarithmic term. 
; i k  
ms 
I 
+ ik  I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
Res  
--%- 
Fig.  1 
Now the analytic structure of the integrand in ¢2(r) 
depends essentially on the ratio X , If X 
2-i-f- -~T~ k ¢+n 
(n integer greater than 1) we have poles; otherwise we 
have again branch points. 
In the latter case, without losing generality, we can 
suppose X to be complex (though physics require 
2--W 
it to be only real or purely imagina/y). 
If we cut the complex plane as in Fig. 2 and we close 
again the integration path at infinity, we get 
+ik X 
¢2(r ) a2 did t etr" ( -2 .  2) 1 - t - i k  .2ik = k +t (t--4T~lk) (3.5) 
where *r X 
T c 21 (-1) m (21)] 1 -e  
a2-  (2ik~21+1 [J=O )k. +I -m "" 27ri 
2ik (3.6) 
lrns 
+ik  
2t_ 
Res 
Fig. 2. 
Actually the integrals (3.3) and (3.5) are identical 
except for a multiplicative constant, not-essential to 
the physical context. Therefore we shall not distinguish 
any more between the corresponding X values; in 
the following we shall pay attention only to 
X 
+ik 
err) =a f dt e tr (k  2 + t2) l (~)  2 g k -  
- ik  (3.7) 
for 2 i~  g= -+ n, (n integer greater than 1). 
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The explicit evaluation of (3.7) runs as follows : 
+ik tr 1 + -.~" 1 ~t 
=a die (t-ik) 21k (t+ik)  2ik 
~r) ~k 
l+na - ~----~ 1+ ~" I +..-'~, 21+la • -ikr ~ (2ikr)m ] dt t 2ik (I -t) 2ik 
- ( - I )  z*~ (2ik) m=0 m! 0 
X 1' - oo P(I_ 2~+m +1 )"1- . 21 1 A - ikr =(-I) 2i-Tk--(2ik) + P ( I+  2"~+l )ae  m~=0 • (2ikr)m 
r(21 +2 +rn) m ! 
one has [3] : 
n - l -1  -21 - I  +ikr d ~(r)= N (-r) e 
(n- l -  1)! d~n- l -1  
{e -~ I+-2~ } 
=_+ 2ikr 
=.:(2ik) 21+1 T'ikrL(21 +1) 
N e (+ 2ikr) 
n - l -1  
(3.12) 
It must be remarked that (3.8) and (3.12) are the most 
general solutions of (2.2). Multiplied by r 1+1 they 
adopt the correct behaviour at the origin. 
where we used the Euler formula : 
B (x, y) = ?dt  tx - l (1 -  t) y - I  = p (x) P (y) 
0 r (x + y) 
In terms of hypergeometric function, we have 
- ikr  ( I -  X +1,21+2;2 ik r )  ¢(r) = aoe IFI 
where 
1+ X 
=(-1) 2ik (2ik)21+1(21+1) ! 
(3.8) 
r(1+ 2 i -~r  1) 
a a 
o p({_ 2 i~+i )  
(3.9) 
Let us calculate next the integral ~2(r) for X -+n 
(n > 1). We have just observed that the integrand has 
no poles other than in + ik. Then we can use the re- 
sidues theory to evaluate the integral, closing, as be- 
fore, the integration path at infinity. 
Let us define 
21 
N= c ~ ' t-I/m (21) (3.10) 
t/12ik~21 + 1 m=O X +l -m m 
2ik 
then we have 
1+ X 1 X 
N j, dz eZr (z_ik) 2ik (z +ik)  2 ik  ¢(r) = 2--~ ~, 
N d n - l -1  
(n - l - l )  ! dzn -1 -1  
X 1-T- 
{eZr(zT'ik) ~ }z=rvik 
(3.il) 
where T is a closed path homotopic, L e. continually 
deformable, to the given integration path; and 
+ n = ~ (the double sign corresponds respectively to 
A_  s0). 
2ik 
Writing (3.11) in terms of  the classical Laguerre as- 
sociated polynomials is easily done; in fact simply 
changing the variable 
= - r ( z  -T- i k )  
4. PHYSICAL SOLUTIONS AND ENERGY SPECTRUM 
The physically meaningful solutions~ and the energy 
spectrum too, are determined by the asymptotic behaviour 
for r-~ ~. 
Since no physical meaning may be given to a solution 
which is explosive at infinity, we must impose the solu- 
tions of (2.1) or, what is the same, of (2.2) to be bound- 
ed for r-÷ oo. 
Actually this is a minimal condition, but it suffices to 
determine the correct energy spectrum. 
For integral value of I ~X;-~b, greater than 1, it is easy to 
ascertain from (3.12) that there are bounded solutions 
only for X > 0 (attractive potential) and that they cor- 
respond to bound states (exponentially decreasing solu- 
tion). 
For other cases, let us evaluate asymptotically the in- 
tegral (3.7). To this end, we consider the integration 
path deformed as in Fig. 3; so we have : 
X 
+i.k tr ( t -  ik .2ik ~b(r) =.aJ" dte  (k 2+t2)  1 
- ik  t +i-~i-~) 
X +ik--oo • 21 t _ ik  2 ik  =a{- I  dt etr(k2+~ ) / t -~  j 
+ik 
+ f ikdTetr  (k2+t2) l (~)~' -  } 
-ik 
I x 
=a { -eikr  ,~  f d~ (- --?-+2ik) 2ik 
(-r) 1 + _ .-~--- +1 o 21k 
+ 
- ik r  . .  1- x--~-- 1+ . 
e I e4  2ik 
(_r) I -  ~ + 1 o 
that is : 
~(r) a (( -2ik)  l+~'k  -ikr 
= e [ r  (1- 2~iik+l) 
1 )" t-r) - : i "Z  +1 
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1- X 
+0(1)] + (2ik) ~ eikr [I'(l+ 2~k +1 ) 
(-r) l+2~k +1 
+0(+) ] )  (4.1) 
lms  
5. WAVE FUNCTION NORMALIZATION 
We have now to normalize the solutions. 
For bound states, the probabilistic interpretation re- 
oo 12 quires: f dr lu(r)  =1 
O 
i. e. in our case 
, ,=  
+ik  
2 
l%s  
r21 +2 I f dr ~b(r)[ 2 = 1 (5.1) 
o 
for integral values of ~ greater than 1. Therefore N 
ZlK  
must verify the condition 
• ~+ioo 
1=-  [NI2 f dr r 21+2 f l+dte rt L2(t) f ds erSL2(s) 
rr2 r?-ioo ~-ioo 
Fig. 3. 
Hence for every real value of k (physical values) the 
solutions are oscillatory at infinity (notice the logarith- 
mic phase). 
From (4.1) we easily deduce the S-matrix formula : 
Sl(k)=(_1)l+ ~ r'O+-~ + ~) 
r(1-2-~k + 1) 
e i~- log  (2ikr) (4.2) 
whose zeroes are given by l + l - k =-n '  
2ik 
that is X =l+ l+n '  
2ik 
n' = O, 1, 2 . . . .  (4.3) 
- It 
(4.4) 
which gives the bound states pectrum. 
If we call n' radial quantum number and define 
n = n' + 1 + 1 (4.5) 
principal quantum number, (4.4) may be written 
k = n (4.6) simply 2ik 
Therefore, from (3.12) we have the whole of bound- 
state solutions. 
Summarizing, we are able to deduce :
a) for attractive potentials, a countable succession Of 
bound states with energy k 2 -  - X2 (n= 1,2 .... ) 
n -  4n 2 
and a real continuous pectrum from zero to infinity 
(scattering states); 
b) for repulsive potentials, only scattering states (con- 
tinuous spectrum from zero to infmity) i. e. no bound 
s ta tes .  
(5.2) 
Inverting the order of integration (it may he done) and 
since for Res ~ 0, Ret ~ 0 
T dr e ( t+s) r=-  (21+1)!  
o (t +s)21+1 
the residues theorem of Cauchy applied to the integra- 
tion in s (whose integration path closes in the analyticity 
region) gives finally 
~+ioo d21+ 2 2zri (5.3) 
f dt L2(t ) L2(-t ) = "7--7~ ~_ioo dt21+2 IN I -  
from where 
INI =~/  1 (n - l -  1)! (5.4) 
(-2ik) 21-1 2n (n+l) ! 
At last, we have the normalized bound states olution :
~bCr) = X/(-2ik) 21+3 
where X =n>o 
2ik 
(n-l-1)! ikr_(21+l) . 
e En 1 1 (-2ikr) 2n (n +17 ! - - 
(5.57 
For scattering states one usually normalizes as follows 
[41 : 
u(r) r-~'~oo s in[kr-  1¢r2 ~l°g(2k~)+argr(l+ 2~+1)1 
(5.6) 
To evaluate a in (3.57 we simply rewrite the asymptotic 
development (4.1) as in (5.6) : 
X 
(2ik) I 2 ikP ( l÷2-~+l )  eikr + 
k 
t-r) 1 + 2-i-U +1 
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l+-iX k X 
(-2ik) zi p(I__2TI~+I ) - ikr  
+ e 
(_r) I- 2~ +1 
~t (1+1) 
21+lkle i 2 IF(l+ 2~+1)  [
1+1 
r 
-2-~-log (2 kr)+argr (l+-2ik+ 1)1 
sin [kr- Irr T 
Hereby is 
-i 7r (I+1) 
2 
e 
a .~-. 
21+1 k 1 ir (l+ 2-~-k +1)1 
(s.7) 
Therefore, the normalized scattering solutions are : 
k ilrl 
~(r) =(21+1) !21kI+1 e-2-~ 2 
e2iargP (1 +-~ik + I) - ikr 
• • 
x +1)l [r (I+ 2-i- ~ 
+ 1, 21+2; 2ikr) 
1F1(1- 2~ i 
(5.8) 
6. FINAL REMARKS 
Summarizing : 
a 7 for attractive potentials 0" ~> 07, the Coulomb 
radial problem has the normalized bound state eigen- 
solutions 
x/X (n- l - l ) !  X 1+t -~r  (21+1) . 
Un'l(rT= "2n2 (n-1)q (-'fi-r7 • Ln_l . l (  nA---r 7
(6.1) 
with energy 
k 2 = X 2 
n 4n 2 
b) for scattering states ()~ ~ 0) one has the normalized 
solutions 
Uk,l(r) = ar l+le- ikr lF l (1-  2~ +1, 21+2 ;2ikr) 
(6.2) 
wh ere  
~=(21+l)!21kl+le-~k-i~ 1 e2iargP(l+ 2-~i + 17 
It(l+ x +1)1 2-~ 
and energy range 0 ~ k 2 <( + 
It is interesting to note the characteristic role of the 
value of the orbital angular momentum 1, which com- 
pared to the ratio X , selects as we have seen above, 
2ik 
the two fundamental classes of solutions (bound state 
and scattering) and consequently the spectrum too. 
This fact, which allows one to gain physical insight in 
the role of the orbital angular momentum and coupling 
constant, ismuch more transparent in the transform 
approach than in others. We believe it is enough to show 
how powerful the Laplace transform can be even in this 
non-traditional field of applications. 
On the same lines one can treat other problems concern- 
ing Coulombian i tegrals and many others of quantum 
mechanics. 
APPENDIX 
The general integral of (2.47 is 
X 1 
L(s) ,~2. 2,*, s-ik ,2-~ (A  
X 
+c ;d t  1 . t+tk  2 ik  
(k 2 + t 2) 1 + 1 ( t----Ji-k j
where A is an arbitrary constant to be determined. 
Actually the indefinite integral 
X 
(k 2 + t2) 1+1 ( t - '~ lk  )
can be written in terms of elementary functions. 
In fact let us write : 
~= t+rv ; t=a~+l  ;a=ik ;  /~=!_  
t -a  ~-1 2ik 
hence 
I1,#= f d~ - -  
-2a ~# 
(~- 1) 2 
-1 
(2a) 21 + 1 
• .2/~+1~2 a2] l+ l  
' -ET '  - 
f d~(~-1721~ ~-1-1 
1, 21 m 21 ~l+/a-m- 1
- o ( -1 ) ( roTS  
I f l+#-m~O one has 
_ . ,m.21 ~1 +/z -m 1 21 C - i )  Lm ) 
II, gt (2ix) 21+1- m=o ] ~  
which becomes 
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21, 21 (-1) m~l+p-m 
1 { z tin) 
I f ,P -  (2a)21 + 1 m=o l+p-m 
+p 21 + (-1) 1 (l+~)log ~ } 
£or l+p-m = 0; where the prime over the sum means 
that m does not take the value m = 1 + g. 
It must be remarked that in a) and b) the arbitrary 
constant has been omitted. 
Evidently the latter case happens only when 
/~ = 1, 1 - 1 . . . . .  1, O, -1 . . . . .  -1 + 1, -1. 
At last, trandating to the t variable (still omitting 
the arbitrary integration constant) we have : 
1 21, (_1)m { ~ ~(21~(t+t~ .~l+p-m 
II,ta=- (2a)21+1 m=o l+tt-m 
+ ( l) l+gt 21 t+a 
- ( l+u) log ~ t  a ) 
p=l, 1-1  . . . . .  1, O, -1  . . . . .  -141 , -1 .  
21 
I1,/2 2141 m=o 
(200 
(-1) m (2ml) (t +a  ) l+p-m 
1 +/a -m t - a 
p=#l, 1-1,..., 1, O,-1 ..... -1+1, -1. 
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